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Department of Teaching and Learning (T&L) Master of Education (M.Ed.) Culminating Activity Overview 
for all M.Ed. Students, regardless of Master’s Concentration Area 

CIG 697 (formerly CIG 715) Culminating Experience (1 credit) 
 
Dates for CIG 697 
 
The Culminating Experience is offered every Spring, Summer, and Fall semester. 
 
Eligibility for CIG 697 
 
Eligibility for the culminating experience requires the completion of 27 graduate semester hours in the M.Ed. 
degree program. Students should not enroll in CIG 697 alone, but with at least one other course, ideally a 2-3 
credit course.  The university requires students to enroll in at least 3 credits during their last semester in the 
program; students who do not enroll in another course concurrent with CIG 697 will be required to take CIG 
697 for 3 credits instead of 1. Students should enroll in the section of CIG 697 that corresponds with the last name 
of their advisor. 
 
Purpose of CIG 697 
 
The culminating experience activity provides students with the opportunity to synthesize knowledge and 
experience gained throughout their master's program of study. Students will demonstrate depth and breadth of 
knowledge in their major emphasis concentration of study. The culminating experience project will focus the 
application of theory, research, content, pedagogy, and standards for effective educational practices. It is 
recommended that students keep copies of coursework from all master's program of study classes in preparation 
for the culminating experience. Within the project students are required to use the American Psychological 
Association (APA) writing style format.  
 
Due dates for CIG 697 
 
•Spring: submit on or before April 1st  
•Summer: submit on or before July 1st  
•Fall: submit on or before November 1st  
 
NOTE: If due date is on a weekend or holiday, the due date will be next business day. 
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M.Ed. Multicultural Program Area Concentration CIG 697 Culminating Experience  
(Students in the M.S. Multicultural Program Area Concentration Complete a Thesis  

in lieu of this Culminating Experience, accordingly, M.S. students should meet with their advisor to plan for the Thesis) 
 
Students ready for the Multicultural Program Area Culminating Experience need to enroll in CIG 697 in 

accordance with the guidelines set forth above. Students are advised to let their advisors know if any of the 
resource links embedded below are broken. 

 
Once enrolled you will write a single comprehensive essay in which you discuss: 

 
I) How you came to the concentration personally; 
 
II) What you have learned in the concentration academically; and, 
 
III) How you will apply this academic knowledge professionally. 
 
In responding to I-III: 
 
A) Describe the “evolution” of your multicultural educational teaching philosophy (from where you started 
to where you see yourself heading in the near future) paying special attention to your "disposition" to teach all 
students equitably and to the fullest extent and highest level of excellence possible in accordance with the 
original National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) Diversity Standard (see pp. 29-32 
of the 2006 NCATE Standards available in the CIG 697 CSIEME Resources folder). This standard became to 
focus of controversy in 2006 when conservative political groups targeted NCATE claiming that the standard 
was politically motivated against their interests. As a result, NCATE rewrote the diversity standard (see the 
2008 NCATE Standards available in the CIG 697 CSIEME Resources folder) and removed the phrase “social 
justice” from the standards document (it only ever appeared on p. 53 of the original document (the glossary) 
relative to the discussion of the word “Dispositions”).  Read the five resources listed immediately below in the 
order that they are listed.  The first three resources offer varied critical multicultural educational analyses of 
how NCATE responded to the controversy; the first one is written by NCATE’s former Vice President.  The 
fourth resource discusses a related controversy. The last resource locates these controversies in the larger 
sociopolitical context in which teacher education and teaching finds itself today. 
 
Gollnick, D. (2008). Teacher capacity for diversity. In M. Cochran-Smith, S. Feiman-Nemser, J. McIntyre, and K. 
Demers (Eds.). Handbook of research on teacher education: Enduring questions in changing contexts (third edition) (pp. 
249-58). New York, NY: Routledge (see pages 8-17 of this document). 
 
Quinn, T. & Meiners, E. (Summer 2007). Do ask, do tell: What’s professional about taking social justice and 
sexual orientation out of classrooms? Rethinking Schools Online (see pages 18-20 of this document). 
 
Powers, E. (2006, June 6). A spirited disposition debate.  Inside Higher Ed. Retrieved November 10, 2009 from: 
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2006/06/06/disposition 
 
N.A. (2006, September 12). Cultural competency in Springfield; Here we go again. Oregon Catalyst.com. 
Retrieved August 1, 2012 from: http://oregoncatalyst.com/253-Cultural-Competency-in-Springfield-Here-we-
go-again.html 
 
Baltodano, M. (2015). Appropriating the discourse of social justice in teacher education. Lanham, MD: Roman & 
Littlefield (a copy of this text is on reserve at the Lied Library for in-library use). 
 
In 2010, the boards of the Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC) and the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) voted unanimously to consolidate educator accreditation under 
a new agency, the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP) (http://www.teac.org/news-
events/caep/), however, no CAEP standards is focused on diversity, instead diversity and technology are 
described as “cross-cutting themes” in all of the standards (see the CAEP Commission Report available in the 
CIG 697 CSIEME Resources folder).  Esteemed multicultural education scholar, James Banks (2004), has argued 
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that the shift from explicitly focusing on diversity to the “so-called” integration of it in this and related 
manners has the effect of eliminating meaningful attention to diversity altogether. 
 
Based on the controversies associated with linking teacher disposition to issues of equity and diversity 
in education (especially, teacher disposition to teach ALL students, especially historically underrepresented 
racial/ethnic minority and/or working class students in the United States) delineated in the preceding 
materials, consider the following questions in your teaching philosophy:  
 
Should teacher candidates be assessed on their multicultural competence? If so, why, if not why not?  
 
Should the lack of multicultural competence be a reason for a teacher candidate not to be able to move forward in her/his 
teacher education program—that is, are some people simply “not cut out for teaching” based on disposition in general 
and, more specifically, as disposition relates to issues of equity and diversity, broadly and complexly considered? Why or 
why not? 
 
B) Choose three critical multicultural issues (in Nevada (see the Nevada’s Promise report available in the CIG 
697 CSIEME Resources folder) or a newer Nevada educational improvement framework), and/or 
elsewhere/nationally (see, National Association for Multicultural Education (NAME) positions statements 
https://www.nameorg.org/name_position_statements.php)  facing especially urban public PK-12 schools 
today (or facing the broader communities in which especially urban public PK-12 schools are situated, or 
facing public higher education contexts) and provide a data-driven/research based (and appropriately 
referenced/sourced) explanation of the current status of these issues and then discuss how you would, 
working collaboratively with other education stakeholders (define who these stakeholders are), seek to 
address/resolve these issues in your own teaching, PK-12 school, community, higher education context, state, 
and/or nationally; and, 
 
C) Review the attention to “diversity” and concerns about “equity” in the entire Common Core Standards 
(www.corestandards.org/) and then broadly evaluate this attention from the lens of multicultural education—
what's in the Common Core Standards, is it good, why/why not? what's missing and why? After undertaking 
this broad evaluation, identify three particular "standards" from the Common Core that: 1) best and least align 
with your multicultural teaching philosophy (as delineated in A above); AND, either 2A) are for your teaching 
grade level/subject area, if you teach/are going to teach in PK-12 in a common core area; or 1B) dovetail with 
some area of interest that you have in education, if you do not teach/are not going to teach in a common core 
area. Delineate how your three chosen standards relate to your thinking in 1 and 2A OR 2B.  Finally, rewrite 
your three chosen standards to do, from a multicultural perspective, what in your broad evaluation of them 
you identified as not being well done and/or as missing. 
 
Carefully consider the additional resources listed on pages 6-7 of this document in your essay. 
 
Your essay should be robustly supported by references to these resources (as well as to the afore-referenced 
ones) and other relevant significant work in multicultural education that you consult in completing your essay. 
Your essay should also follow the writing and formatting conventions delineated in: 
  
American Psychological Association. (2009). Publication manual of the American Psychological Association (sixth  
edition). Washington, D.C.: Author. 
 
Your essay should reflect, in length and substance, the depth and breadth of knowledge you have developed 
in your Master’s program. 
 
Your essay will be evaluated by the rubric delineated on pages 4-5 of this document. 
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Evaluation of the M.Ed. Multicultural Program Area Concentration CIG 697 Culminating Experience 

• The comprehensive essay must be in 12-point font, double-spaced, with appropriate in-text citations and 
reference citations, and otherwise presented in accordance with formal American Psychological 
Association (APA) format (sixth edition). 

• The comprehensive essay will be read and scored by Department of Teaching and Learning, Multicultural 
Education concentration area faculty reviewers in accordance with department’s Culminating Experience 
Scoring Rubric (see below). 

• Initially, one faculty member will review each student’s comprehensive essay. Work that is deemed 
marginal or otherwise problematic by that one faculty member will be further reviewed by at least two 
additional faculty members. In this latter case, the scores of all faculty reviewers will be averaged to 
determine the student’s total score. 

 
Culminating Experience Scoring Rubric 
 

 

STANDARDS 
 
LEVELS  

Theory into 
Practice 

Professional 
Philosophy 

Conduct 
and/or 
Evaluate 
Research 

Content and 
Pedagogical 
Knowledge 

Professional 
Standards 
Knowledge 

Presentation 
and Format  

Distinguished 
(3) 
 

      

Proficient (2) 
 

      

Marginal (1) 
 

      

Unacceptable (0) 
 

      

   
Faculty reviewers of students’ comprehensive essays will fill in the cells of this rubric with feedback 

appropriate to the unique nature of each student’s essay, and that takes into account the following evaluation 
parameters. These parameters have been designed to assist faculty reviewers consistently distinguish between 
student performance levels in a manner that seeks to ensure there is comparable rigor in the evaluation of all 
students department-wide. 
 
Distinguished (3) 

• exceeds expectations 
• delineates multiple layers of interconnected and compelling evidence 
• demonstrates exceptional performance 
• communicates distinctively and with confidence  
• proposes original and creative solutions to problems engaged  
 

Proficient (2) 
• meets expectations 
• clearly delineates multiple sources of evidence 
• demonstrates satisfactory performance 
• communicates with accuracy 
• presents a clear and compelling perspective(s) 

 
Marginal (1) 

• meets minimum expectations 
• provides some evidence to support ideas engaged 
• demonstrates limited performance 
• reveals limited ability to communicate ideas in writing 
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• presents partial or faulty logic 
 
Unacceptable (0) 

• does not meet expectations 
•  provides little or no evidence to support perspectives 
• demonstrates insufficient or incomplete performance 
• contains numerous errors in writing that confound writer meaning/reader understanding 
• presents unsupported ideas or incoherent logic 

 
Total Score  

• SATISFACTORY: Total score is > 12 with no score = 0 for PASS. 
• NO PASS TO PASS: Total score is > 8 and < 12 for NO PASS.   

o Revise and resubmit on or before the Friday of the last week in instruction.   
§ Revision Total score > 12 with no score = 0 for PASS  

OR 
§ Revision Total score < 12 for FAIL. 

• FAIL: Total score < 8 for FAIL. 
 

Students must receive a SATISFACTORY on the culminating experience to pass it. Those who do pass 
will receive, via U.S. Mail, a copy of their Culminating Experience Form for Advanced Degree from the 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction’s Graduate Studies Office. 

Students who receive a NO PASS TO PASS must revise and resubmit their work on or before the 
Friday of the last week in instruction. Total score must be score > 12 with no score = 0 for PASS after oral 
defense or revision of his or her paper.  

Students who receive a NO PASS or FAIL must retake the entire culminating experience the following 
semester. 

If requested by either the student and/or her/his advisor, the departmental Graduate Coordinator 
and/or Chairperson will meet with the student and her/his advisor to discuss the outcome of the experience 
and support or mediate the revision process.   Other faculty with content area expertise related to the 
culminating experience concentration area may also be asked to meet with the student and/or her or his 
advisor to, again, discuss the outcome of the experience and support or mediate the revision process.  The 
UNLV Graduate College does not permit a third revision and resubmission iteration, thus, students who do 
not pass on their second attempt are not permitted a third.  There may be exceptions to this rule under specific 
circumstances.  Students who find themselves in this situation are encouraged to contact the Graduate College 
and other offices on campuses to assist them in exploring possible exceptions. 
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Resources 
Banks, J. (2004). Remembering Brown: Silence, loss, rage, and hope. Multicultural Perspectives, 6(4), 6-8.  
Banks, J. (2009). Teaching strategies for ethnic studies (8th edition). New York, NY: Allyn & Bacon.  
Banks, J. (1993). Multicultural education: Historical development, dimensions, and practice. Review of Research  
 in Education, 19, 3-49. 
Banks, J. (1991). The dimensions of multicultural education. Multicultural Leader, 4, 5-6. 
Banks, J. & Banks, C. (Eds.) (2004). Handbook of research on multicultural education (second edition). San Francisco:  
 Jossey-Bass.  
Banks, J. (Ed.) (2009).  The Routledge international companion to multicultural education.  New York: Routledge.  
Delgado, R. (Ed.). (1995). Critical race theory: The cutting edge. Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press. 
Freire, P. 1970). Pedagogy of the oppressed. New York, NY: Seabury Press. 
Delpit, L. (2006). Other people's children: Cultural conflict in the classroom (second edition) New York, NY: New  
 York Press. 
Gibson, M. (1976). Approaches to multicultural education in the United States: Some concepts and  
 assumptions. Council on Anthropology and Education Quarterly, 7(4), 7-18. 
Giroux, H. A. (1996). Living dangerously: Multiculturalism and the politics of difference. NY: Peter Lang. 
Grant, C.A. & Sleeter, C. (2009).  Turning on learning: Five approaches for multicultural teaching plans for race, class, 
 gender, and disability (5th edition). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley. 
Howard, G. (2006). We can't teach what we don't know: White teachers, multiracial schools (second edition). New  
 York, NY: Teachers College Press. 
King, J. (1991). Disconscious racism: Ideology, identity, and the miseducation of teachers. Journal of Negro  
 Education, 60(2), 133.  
Kozol, J. (1991). Savage Inequalities: Children in America’s schools. New York, NY: HarperCollins. 
Ladson-Billings, G., and Tate, W. (1995). Toward a critical race theory of education. Teachers College Record,  
 97(1), 47-68. 
Lee, E., Menkert, D., & Rey, M. (2006). Beyond heroes and holidays: A practical guide to K-12 anti-racist multicultural  
 education and staff development.  Washington, DC: Teaching for Change. 
McLaren, P. (1997). Revolutionary multiculturalism: Pedagogies of dissent for the new millennium. Boulder, CO:  
 Westview. 
Nieto, S. & Bode, P. (2011). Affirming diversity: The sociopolitical context of multicultural education (6th edition).  
 Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon. 
Nieto, S. (1999). The light in their eyes: Creating multicultural learning communities. New York, NY: Teachers  
 College Press. 
Nieto, S. (2003). What keeps teachers going? New York, NY: Teachers College Press. 
Olson, C., Evans, R., & Shoenberg, R. (2007).  At home in the world: Bridging the gap between internationalization  
 and multicultural education.  Washington, DC: American Council on Education (ACE). 
Omi, M., and Winant, H. (1994). Racial formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s. New York, NY:  
 Routledge. 
Sleeter, C. (2005). Un-standardizing curriculum: Multicultural teaching in standards-based classrooms. New York,  
 NY: Teachers College Press.  
Sleeter, C. (1996). Multicultural education as social activism. Albany, NY: State University of New York Press. 
Sleeter, C. (1992). Keepers of the American dream: A study of staff development and multicultural education.  
 Washington, DC: Falmer Press. 
Takaki, R. (2008). A different mirror: A history of multicultural America. San Francisco, CA: Back Bay Books. 
Zinn, H. (2003). A people’s history of the United States: 1492-present. New York, NY: HarperCollins. 
 

Web-Based Resources on Multicultural Education 
www.beyondprejudice.com/  
www.rethinkingschools.org/ 
www.teachingforchange.org/  
www.tolerance.org/  

Students in the Multicultural Concentration Area Culminating Experience are encourage to access and cite 
additional resources related to Multicultural Education as are appropriate to their comprehensive essay. 
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Additional Resources on APA Formatting 
 
Paper in-text citations and references should be prepared according to APA 6th edition style, including 
headings and subheadings. 
 
Here is a link to a Harvard webinar (in case you are sick of text-based instructions J) on APA, as well as to the 
powerpoint shown in the webinar. The source is still current (the sixth edition came out in 2009): 

https://gseacademic.harvard.edu/~instruct/articulate/apa_mod/APA_Intro/player.html 

https://www.gse.harvard.edu/sites/default/files//apa_tutorial_slide_handout.pdf 

In the CIG 697 CSIEME Resources folder, you will find two PDFs with the APA formatting annotated, as well 
as a new APA formatting “template” document. 

Additional resources to consider are: 

Purdue OWL Website owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ 

APA Blog http://blog.apastyle.org 

American Psychological Association (APA). (2009). Publication manual of the American Psychological  

 Association (sixth edition). Washington, D.C.: Author. 

Also in the CIG 697 CSIEME Resources folder, you will find two PDFs, the Table of Contents and 
Introduction of this manual. 

American Psychological Association (APA). (2009). Concise rules of APA style (sixth Edition). Washington,  

 D.C.: Author. 

American Psychological Association (APA). (2009). Mastering APA style (sixth edition): Student’s workbook  

 and training guide. Washington, D.C.: Author. 
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Do Ask, DoTell 
Summer 2007 

What's professional about taking social 
justice and sexual orientation out of 
classrooms? 

By Therese Quinn and Erica Meiners 

In the fall of 2006, the National Council for 
the Accreditation of Teacher Education 
(NCATE) solicited feedback on proposed 
revisions to its "Professional Standards, 
2002 Edition." The organization responsible 
for accrediting colleges and programs for 
teacher education wanted to erase the phrase 
"social justice" and facilitate the de facto 
elimination of sexual orientation through 
the addition of various phrases and 
qualifiers. 

While NCATE's deletion of social justice 
was clear and outright, the way it has 
marginalized sexual orientation is more complicated, or perhaps just really sneaky. Sexual 
orientation is included in the Standards' glossary definition of diversity, but the 2006 revisions 
added this text to the definition: "The types of diversity necessary for addressing the elements on 
candidate interactions with diverse faculty, candidates, and pre-K–12 students are stated in the 
rubrics for those elements." 

A review reveals that sexual orientation is not included in any of those rubrics. In another 
explanation posted on its website in 2006, NCATE notes that it "expects the institution to provide 
candidates with opportunities to work with diverse higher education and school faculty, candidates, 
and students in pre-K–12 schools so that the candidates are ready to help all children learn. In this 
context, diversity is defined according to U.S. Census categories (gender; racial/ethnic background) 
socioeconomic status and exceptionalities." Again, as it is throughout the 2006 edition, sexual 
orientation is absent. 

These are not merely bureaucratic shifts or language games. NCATE's standards have direct 
consequences for students, teachers, and schools. The standards reflect and contribute to a larger 
culture that actively attempts to erase our histories of social movements for change and LGBTQ 
lives. In particular, without the "tool" of inclusive and social justice-focused standards, teacher 
educators will have a more difficult time advocating for social justice and broader definitions of 
diversity in their programs. 

As teacher educators concerned about social justice and LGBTQ youth, families, and teachers, we 
felt professionally obligated to challenge these proposed changes and to request the addition of 
gender identity. We drafted a letter to Arthur Wise, president of NCATE, pointing out that the 
"absence of sexual orientation and gender identity in the body of the standards, where other aspects 
of diversity are listed, sends the message that the needs and identities of LGBTQ students, families, 
and teachers are not important." 

  

 

  Illustration: Roxanna Bikaddroff 
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Using statistics compiled by Chicago's Coalition for Education on Sexual Orientation, our letter 
highlighted the urgent need for schools and teachers to be better prepared: 

The population of lesbian, gay, and bisexual youth is large.  
In a 2003 survey conducted by the Chicago Public Schools and the Center for Disease Control (the 
Youth Risk Behavior Survey) 6.3 percent of high school students attending Chicago Public Schools 
identified their sexual orientation as gay, lesbian, or bisexual.  

Schools are unsafe for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) youth. 
According to the 2005 School Climate Report conducted by the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight 
Education Network (GLSEN):  
—75.4 percent of LGBT students reported hearing remarks such as "faggot" or "dyke" frequently or 
often.  
—45.5 percent reported being verbally harassed and 26.1 percent had experienced physical 
harassment in school because of their gender expression. 

Teachers are ill-equipped to confront issues that contribute to anti-LGBT hostility.  
In a study of preservice teachers, 57 percent indicated that they needed more training or education 
to work effectively with LGBT youth and 65 percent reported that they needed more specific 
education to address homosexuality in their teaching. 

The letter was sent to a wide range of listservs. Within a few days, our letter collected over 300 
signatures from faculty and administrators in teacher education programs across the United States 
and Canada. We snail-mailed, e-mailed, and express-mailed the letter to NCATE. We also sent the 
letter to Eva Baker and George Wimberly, president and social justice director respectively of the 
American Educational Research Association, the primary North American professional association 
for educators, asking the organization to support the call for NCATE to include social justice, 
sexual orientation, and gender identity in its professional standards. 

In February 2007, six months after sending the letter, we noticed that NCATE had posted a new set 
of revised standards on their website. In a clear attempt to mollify critics, Wise wrote that NCATE 
has added a definition and a new "professional disposition" for fairness to the standards. However, 
fairness is an inadequate replacement. Social justice connotes movements and people working — 
acting — together; it aims at systemic change. Fairness, like personal responsibility or tolerance, is 
a term suited to the needs of those who wish to avoid conflict. It attempts to transform public policy 
issues into individual concerns. 

As for AERA, we noticed a column by Baker had been posted on the association's website, along 
with a statement titled "Key Policy Documents on Position Taking and Policymaking and Social 
Justice." These statements revealed the process by which AERA will take action on social justice 
issues to be both arbitrary and capricious. 

For example, the documents claimed that AERA is only able to act when issues are "monumental" 
and "sufficiently compelling," or of "compelling significance," or when issues are "compelling and 
fundamental." After reading the column and the policymaking article, we felt compelled to observe 
that AERA was not standing up for social justice or even advocacy. We weren't surprised that the 
executive board rejected our request that it comment to NCATE on its standards. One could infer 
from the statements that the organization takes a "majoritarian" position—it will only act when a 
majority of members are concerned. But we wondered: Since when is social justice a popularity 
contest? 

In response to Baker's column and the revelation of the "down" vote on our letter's request to 
AERA, we called for action at its April 2007 meeting in Chicago, with a "RED Campaign." We 
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asked all participants to wear red throughout the conference as a visible sign of anger at AERA's 
decision to remain silent and of our passion for justice.  

The organization also scheduled a meeting to air what it described as "both sides" of the issue. At 
the invitation of the RED Campaign, Bill Ayers spoke first, reminding us of the context of 
NCATE's deletions—war, scapegoatism, growing poverty, weakened rights. He called on AERA to 
push beyond bureaucratic constraints to act: "Whatever procedures are in place," he said, "we 
expect leaders to lead." 

His talk was powerful. And apparently, an older, straight, famous, white man was able to explain 
things in a way that the younger, unfamous female queers who called the action, and the 300-plus 
allies who participated in it, could not. Afterwards, Baker thanked Ayers for making the issues, 
finally, clear. In fact, even before the meeting started, the NCATE representative invited Ayers to 
speak on the topic at headquarters in Washington. 

After Ayers, the designated AERA representative elected not to speak, leaving the podium to the 
NCATE's representative, Donna Gollnick, who stated that social justice had been removed because 
it was a "lightning rod" and potential trigger for lawsuits. She denied the removal of sexual 
orientation, but agreed with us, after the meeting, that revisions directing readers to use census 
categories might make it seem that way. She closed her talk by inviting feedback from AERA and 
its members. Many in the room added their strong statements to the public record, including a 
member of AERA's executive board, David Flinders, who described his vote for inaction as a 
mistake that he would do everything he could to correct. Baker, and incoming president William 
Tate refused to state that AERA would act. Tate did commit, though, to work on organizational 
procedures and transparency during his yearlong presidency.  Clearly, the work isn't over. 

Unlike our AERA colleague who urged us toward policy, not protest, we think the time for action is 
now. Neither fairness nor silence will serve the needs of children and staff in our public schools and 
in our universities; we deserve radical changes and justice. In the spirit of pushing back against all 
who want to keep queer lives invisible and to "tone" down social justice agendas because they are 
too threatening, we contend that the "professional standard" for all educators should be "do ask, do 
tell." Ask Arthur Wise (art@ncate.org) and the new president of AERA, William Tate 
(wtate@wustl.edu), to respond to the letter signed by over 300 educators, and tell them both that 
you support the inclusion of social justice, sexual orientation, and gender identity in NCATE's 
standards. Do ask. Do tell. Take action. 

Therese Quinn and Erica Meiners are Chicago-based educators who work on a range of social 
justice issues. 

Summer 2007 

!


